
SelfieSign combines video and e-signature to authenticate 
users making signatures undeniable. Documents, signatures 
and videos generated with SelfieSign are encrypted with HCA 
certification and timestamped to ensure its integrity, immuta-
bility to achieve non-repudiation signature.

SelfieSign helps hospitals to intergrade consent documents into 
its processing flow, pushing smart healthcare and remote 
healthcare by minimum cost.

SelfieSign meets the most demanding industry regulations. 
Since ����, millions of people signed digital documents through 
SelfieSign, it has fulfilled healthcare, financial and other indus-
tries's need of electronic signature.

Over half of Taiwan's hospitals choosing SelfieSign

Asia University Hospital

Kaohsiung Medical 
University Hospital

Changhua Christian 
Hospital

BSSOTA Information

Show Chwan 
Healthcare System

SelfieSign Video Signing HIS Medical Information System

The total length of paper saved each year
can wrap around Taiwan five times

The annual savings in storage space for 
documents is equivalent to nine ��-foot cargo containers

The annual savings in per-patient management 
costs is approximately ��,��� NTD

Each signature has 
video/audio and 
timestamp records

Video
Signature

Data Sync

Assign or adjust signing
order following your 
medical process

Flexible 
Working Process

Anyone can easily finish 
consent document even 
without programming
experience

Template 
Management

Every signature provides 
traceable information like 
time, location, video

Fully 
Recorded

Every signature is contained 
with video recording that 
can prove the authenticity 
and always effective

Prevent 
Disputes

Human 
Resources CostUsed Paper

Total Cost
33.17 millions/yr

▲Source: CMU Hospital

Reduced to

18.77 millions/yr
Reduced to

13.86 millions/yr

Storage Space
Reduced

 244.63 m²/yr

SelfieSign Video Signature

SelfieSign Video Features

e-Hospital Cloud

SelfieSign Paperless Benefits

Video recording of each signer's 
signature process

Non-repudiation ensures the 
rights of both parties

No Code: Quickly create various 
template documents

Flexible customization of signing 
order according to the workflow

Enables document creation, 
archiving, searching, and 
verification

Allows patients sign medical 
consents remotely

The key points of the agreement 
for underlining and annotation.

Provide different versions of 
APP for doctors, nursed and 
patients

compliable with EMR system

validate by video/audio signing, 
HCA certificate

Extensive experience in 
integrating with more then 
half of medical centers

Conform to "E-sign law" 
amendment's regulations

Innovative Application Service 
& Paperless Movement - Gold 
Award

The only solution compliant 
with domestic and EU electronic 
signature laws

Moderate Cost

Charging by subscription to reduce 
investment obstacles

No Hardware Purchasing Needed

No need to purchasing Server/PAD/WIFI 
due to Cloud servicing

Remote Signing

Patients can sign without time and 
space's limit

Concatenate HIS system 
in two-way through API 
integration

A tru
sted e-signature experience.

The premier choice for digitizing financial signatures of Taiwan

SelfieSign Video Signature
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